Arabic Heritage Language (AHL) Final Survey

Institution

[Institution Address]
[City, ST. ZIP Code]

Please complete the following survey based on your experiences using Arabic. Thank you for your time.

1. When did you start studying Arabic at [Institution]? (please check one box)

☐ Fall semester, Arabic I  ☐ Spring semester, Arabic II

2. Do you intend to continue studying Arabic in the future? (Check all that apply.)

☐ Yes, I plan to continue to Arabic III at [Institution].
☐ I plan to study abroad.
☐ I plan to study at a different institution.
   i. If so, indicate where: ___________________________
☐ I plan to study on my own.
   i. If so, indicate through what means below (ex: reading the newspaper, watching Arabic TV, etc.)

☐ I do not plan to continue studying Arabic.

3. How much more Arabic do you speak outside of class since you began this program?

a. With your parents:

☐ A lot  ☐ Some  ☐ A little  ☐ Not at all

b. With your siblings:

☐ A lot  ☐ Some  ☐ A little  ☐ Not at all
c. With your relatives:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all

d. With your friends:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all

4. How much would you say your Arabic has improved since the beginning of Arabic II?

a. Reading:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all

b. Writing:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all

c. Speaking:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all

d. Listening comprehension:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all

5. Please fill out only if you started in Arabic I in the Fall semester:
How much would you say you have improved since the beginning of the academic year?

a. Reading:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all

b. Writing:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all

c. Speaking:

- A lot
- Some
- A little
- Not at all
d. Listening comprehension:

☐ A lot ☐ Some ☐ A little ☐ Not at all

6. What sort of activities did you find the most helpful in achieving your language goals (Check all that apply):
☐ Grammar drills
☐ Written homework
☐ Peer correction
☐ Working in small groups
☐ Cultural lessons
☐ Long term Project-based language learning ("What concerns me?") ("Arabic in my Life")

7. Is there anything you wish the course focused on more?

8. Do you have any suggestions for improving the course?

شكراً!